This course requires that students work in teams. Please discuss, in the space provided below, why you would (or would not) make a good team member. Give examples from past experience (if any) of working in teams. In particular, comment on these four aspects:

• **Cooperation** requires students to demonstrate ability to compromise on their views, treating team members with respect, and working within a consensus of the team.

• **Communication** concerns aspects of group dynamics within a team. We look for active involvement in team meetings and group discussions, an ability to use constructive feedback from other group members, contribution of feedback to facilitate the work of other individuals on the team and the team as a whole, and helping to resolve conflicts.
Work ethics includes accepting responsibility for assigned work, completing any assigned tasks and doing so on time, and offering assistance to other team members when appropriate.

Leadership includes helping to provide structure by initiating action, clarifying concepts and problems, and summarizing activities and results. Individuals should also make an effort to elicit relevant information from other team members when appropriate. Leadership can also be demonstrated through emphasis on results by encouraging and helping to ensure team members stay on track.